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Imogen Palmer is an actor, writer and comedian who has been 
performing improvised theatre and comedy for over 5 years. She 
started teaching actors improvisation whilst training as a member of the 
full time ensemble at the Howard Fine Acting Studio in Melbourne and 
was an international guest teacher, performer and speaker at 
Australasia’s largest improv festival ‘Improvention’. She writes and 
performs her own stand-up and likes to use her art to create positive 
social change and encourage conversation. 
 

 
PERFORMANCE CREDITS 

Soothplayers, the improvised 
Shakespeare show 

Andrew Strano dir. Melbourne Fringe, Melbourne International Comedy 
Festival (Melbourne) and Shakespeare on the River 
Festival (Stratford, Australia) 

Smells Like a Song, the 
improvised musical 

Tim Redmond and 
Brenna Dixon dir. 

The Courthouse (Melbourne) 

The Big Hoo Haa 
(short form comedy)  

The Big Hoo Haa The Butterfly Club (Melbourne) 

Monster of the Week 
(improvised horror) 

Katherine Weaver 
dir. 

Melbourne International Comedy Festival 
(Melbourne) 

Theatresports™, Maestro™, 
Improvised Tales  

Patti Stiles and 
Katherine Weaver 
dir. 

The Space Dance and Arts Centre (Melbourne) 

Murder, She Didn’t Write, the 
improvised murder mystery 

Degrees of Error Sweet Venues (Edinburgh Fringe) 

Word:Play 
(a play from a word) 

Degrees of Error Space on the Mile (Edinburgh Fringe) 

A Night of Noir 
(improvised film noir) 

Dan Titmuss dir. Whynot? Theatre (Edinburgh Fringe) 

 
TEACHING CREDITS 

I am Welcome: 
Sensitivity in the 
improv classroom 

3 hour discursive workshop for improv 
teachers on creating a safe space and 
addressing sensitivity issues in the improv 
classroom 

Improv Conspiracy (Melbourne) 

Words that Burn: 
poetry and improv 

3 hour masterclass in improv inspired by 
literary techniques, ranging from improvised 
rap to iambic pentameter 

Improvention (Canberra), the 
Howard Fine Acting Studio 
(Melbourne), Soothplayers 
(Melbourne) 



Improv for actors A series of drop in classes for professional 
actors exploring improv inspired by the 
Howard Fine acting technique 

The Howard Fine Acting Studio 
(Melbourne) 

Introduction to Improv A series of introductory classes for the full 
time ensemble at the Howard Fine Acting 
Studio 

The Howard Fine Acting Studio 
(Melbourne) 

Improv for Innovation 
(with CorProv) 

3 hour workshop for young professionals 
graduating a leading Australian supermarket 
training program 

Coles Supermarket headquarters 
(Melbourne) 

TRAINING AND EDUCATION 

Acting Howard Fine Acting Studio Melbourne, full time ensemble 2016 
Scene Study with Marilyn Mcintyre, Howard Fine, Lisa Trelour and Sarah Hallam 
Singing and Speech for Actors with David Coury 
Voice with Stephen Costan 
Acting for Camera with Shane Connor 
Alexander Technique with Penny Mcdonald 

Improvisation Impro Melbourne: courses in Narrative, Character, Scenework and ‘Making Things 
Happen’. Performance focused class series in improvised horror, western, memories and 
relationships. Teachers included Patti Stiles (Loose Moose Theatre), Katherine Weaver 
(New Zealand Impro Festival) and Sarah Kinsella (The Decent People)  
Impromptunes: Level 1 introduction to Musical Improv with Emmet Nichols. 
Nadine Antler: (from Wurzburger, Improtheatrefestival, Germany) Improvising from truth 
intensive 
Improvention: a week of masterclasses with international teachers inc. Joe Bill (Second 
City), Dave Rasowsky (Second City), Tom Johnson (Brody Theatre, Portland), Caspar 
Schjelbred (Improfessionals, Paris), improvised body percussion and singing with Bryce 
Halliday (Sydney) 
Showstoppers: 5 day intensive in improvised musical theatre, dance, scenework and 
stagecraft with Andrew Pugsley, Chris Ash, Ruth Bratt and Lucy Trodd (London) 

Clowning 5 day Clowning intensive with Phil Burgers (Dr Brown), Adelaide and Melbourne 

Education University of Bristol:  BA Honours in English Literature (2.1) 

TESTIMONIALS AND REVIEWS 
 
‘I’ve known Imogen as an exceptionally talented improviser, actor, and clown, but she is also an 
extraordinarily gifted teacher (…) I would highly recommend Imogen to all students of improvisation, 
whether beginners wishing to learn in a sensitive, trusting, encouraging environment, or more experienced 
players wanting to be effectively challenged by a master of her craft.’  
Charlie Sturgeon, actor, improv teacher at 16th Street Acting Studio and Improv Conspiracy 

 

★★★★½  "Soothplayers (...) breathe new life into a style of writing and way of speaking that, although 

centuries old, felt fresh and relatable." -- Theatre People 
 
‘I have absolutely loved working with Imogen in her improv class! ...I found it particularly beneficial working 
with an improv teacher who has also been through intensive acting training. The lessons for me were 
deeper, because of the shared vocabulary. I will absolutely be making this work a part of my continuous 
training. I would strongly recommend this class to every actor.’ 
Jess Martin, actor 

 

★★★★ ". . . the players of Soothplayers are extremely talented at what they do, and the show is nothing 

short of awe-inspiring." -- The Music 



 


